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Editorial Note 
Biometric could be a combination of 2 Greek words, particularly Bio (life) and 

Metric (to measure). bioscience has been used for several functions as well as 
identification of human, above all, recognition of a private through physiological 
and behavioural traits or attributes.It includes physical characteristics of human 
like the looks, body structures, and alternative aspects. procedure algorithms area 
unit accustomed extract varied biometric characteristics like second ridge-valley 
maps in fingerprints, face image, audio recordings of the voice, near-infrared 
pictures of the iris, video of gait motion, etc.Are those that area unit associated 
with the behavior (in sure aspects) of associate individual? thus, such bioscience 
verification will stop an individual from authenticating/accessing if his behavior is 
totally different from the keep behavioural pattern/profile. The samples of this sort 
of bioscience area unit voice, keystroke analysis, mouse dynamics, signature, 
etc. While bioscience applications area unit widespread, these chiefly fall in 3 
totally different categories: enforcement, governments, and industrial. Commercial 
sectors progressively use bioscience to secure their authentication method, and 
verified transactions. Some example applications embrace ATM booths, credit 
cards, facility access, network login, on-line service and information access. aid 
and bioscience extensively use varied kinds of bioscience (external and internal) 
for transfusion, organ matching, identification of biological folks, ancestry, etc. 
Different bioscience is employed primarily in 2 spaces: real-world physical 
verification of human and progressively used for cyber-identity, authentication 
and authorization of legitimate access to the computing systems and services. In 
cyber house, biometric authentication is often difficult, since in several instances, 
it's unattainable to grasp WHO is on the opposite aspect of a virtual 
communication. Specifically, it's troublesome to verify legitimate user identity 
(from Spoofed) with cent p.c accuracy in each biometric or none biometric 
identification processes. To alleviate things, multi-factor authentication is 
changing into essential for necessary transactions and services on the web. 

Due to the above-named factors and technological advancements of look and form 
shifting, it's quite troublesome to accurately determine human by physical attributes as 
these is simply altered currently. Furthermore, if we tend to take into account the 
above-named factors as external bioscience, internal bioscience is additionally rising 
for human biometric authentication. rhetorical science is currently going deeper within 
bod to spot an individual exploitation internal characteristics, like body pressure, blood 
type, pulse rate, presumptuous that these area unit inert and arduous to vary, tho' these 
need intrusive measurements and might endure changes throughout stress and illness. 
additionally, surgical operation, transfusion, therapy associated endocrine medical care 
could influence the inner bioscience of the body additionally recently according that 
seven-membered p.c of DNA has modified to an spaceman once disbursal a year-long 
within the spacecraft. 

If the aim of biometric use is to examine the human behavior (good, bad, harmful, 
harmless, authentic, non-authentic facts) then the main focus ought to get on the brain, 
that is irreplaceable and controls human behavior. consequently, human identity is 
mirrored through expressions of human mind that may be seen by however the person 
behaves in several contexts and things. If we are able to exactly capture, the 
manifestation of brain activities or mind modification (if it's the expression of brain 
function), we tend to could reach a a lot of correct illustration of a human’s 
identification. A mind reader will interpret the state of mind from the changes in brain’s 
chemistry signals and might confirm actuality identity of somebody's and his actions. 
Researchers developed a biometric brain print system to spot people with 100% 
accuracy activity their electroencephalogram signals that represent their brain 
activities. In general, each individual’s brain reacts in a very totally different manner to 
a same set of pictures. Hence, the brain activities through electroencephalogram 
signals area unit able to determine each brain print (in alternative words, individuals) 
with absolute accuracy. 
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